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The great artist of tomorrow will be underground. 
M. Duchamp 
 
When I have recently googled the phrase 'artistic alternative', I got a list of make-up artists and 
fashion designers. Is it today's alternative to art? Or maybe the real alternative exists hidden under a 
different name? 
 
Today’s widespread access to information gives us the possibility to participate, at least virtually, in 
many artistic events at once. When we realised this vast range of possibilities, a need to name its 
major genres came along. According to one of the noble men of philosophy of culture - Noël Carroll 
– there are at least three various terms to define art today: ‘popular’, ‘mass’, and ‘avant-garde’ art. 
In this article, I refer to the latter as 'alternative' art following the approach taken by Łukasz 
Androsiuk in Kultura media etyka (2012). Furthermore, I use the terms 'art' and 'artwork' when 
referring to all kinds of artistic expression including music, literature and film, not only visual arts. 
 
Large scale in art 
To Carroll ‘mass’ and ‘popular’ art are not exactly the same, though I confess the sin of previously 
using both terms interchangeably. Popular art is meant to be ahistorical and strongly linked to social 
background. Crucially, in theory it could be developed irrespective of the turning points of cultural 
changes. This kind of art could be called ‘likeable’. It can be appreciated by many and this 'many' is 
not affiliated to any particular social group, for instance folk art. Mass art on the other hand is a 
fairly new phenomenon 'erected' by a  post-industrial society. Its novelty causes some difficulties in 
naming and processing all its possible aspects and its influence on our cultural sphere. According to 
Carroll, photography, film or computer games are forms of expression typical to this new genre of 
art. They are all using mass strategies in production, technology and distribution to reach large 
audiences. Mass artwork “intentionally uses such structures as particular narration forms, types of 
symbolics, deliberate emotional effect or even content itself, which increases the chance of 
availability”. This kind of art is averaged to the common taste of the ordinary man in the street. Its 
perception does not require deep critical thinking, knowledge of art theories, structures of music 
pieces or awareness of literature genres.  
 
Mass and popular art are related in many ways but their large scale – in scope and production-wise - 
is their most interesting common feature. How are they different then? Carroll speculates that the 
maker’s intentions, but also the artwork's afterlife (nahleben) matters. When Ludwig van Beethoven 
composed his 'Ode to Joy' he could not have thought that this joyful piece of classical music will 
become the anthem of the European Union, and also the most popular music pieces in our times. So, 
commonly known classical music piece which is considered as a 'high art' can be post factum 
ranked among the popular art. Contrary a phenomenon of 'boy-bands' blossomed in 90ties (Take 
That, Backstreet Boys, Westlife) to be a commodity or well sellable mass product.. Yet, history of 
art points to the difficulty of explicitly recognising the artist's intentions.  Old-fashioned time seems 
to remain the best of all reviewers to support our judgements on this matter. 
 
Alternative art is only loosely connected to popular art. On the other hand, alternative art paired 
with mass art, is animated by the cause and effect dependence: Avant-garde [alternative] art and 
mass art are linked by a deep mental process because for the latter the former was a meaningful 
starting point. 
 
In the context of these three art genres, the mainstream and the margin reveal themselves naturally. 



While such polar dynamics of the art world are nothing new, what is unprecedented is the sheer 
scale of art events produced, for instance, in 2014 by the major 'sharks of culture'  such as Jeff 
Koons show at the Whitney Museum, Anselm Kiefer at the Royal Academy of Art or Richard 
Serra's vast installation in a desert in Qatar.  
 
Curatorial assignments by Klaus Biesenbach for New York MoMa, or Serpentine Gallery’s 
superstar - Hans-Ulrich Obrist - designed to draw huge crowds exemplify how thin the boundary 
between mass and popular art is. Popularisation of high art and its qualities may easily turn it into a 
mass product - like 'Planet Hollywood' restaurant chain – a term used by art writer M.H. Miller to 
describe Björk's recent show at MoMa. Such a turn of events was quite obvious to Marcel Duchamp 
in 1961: These various aspects of art today bring us to look at it as a whole, in terms of an over-
developed exoteric. By that I mean that the general public accepts and demands a lot from art, far 
too much from art; that the general public today seeks aesthetic satisfaction wrapped up in a set of 
material and speculative values and is drawing artistic output towards an enormous dilution. This 
enormous dilution, losing in quality what it gains in quantity, is accompanied by a levelling down of 
present taste and its immediate result will be to shroud the near future in mediocrity.1 
 
Alternative to what?  
Large scale is a comfortable bedfellow to mass and popular art - alternative art grows on a different, 
smaller planet. Considering its poor visibility in mainstream media one may conclude that 
alternative art does not exists at all and vast art productions speak for and represent all of art 
frictions in general. For many, or even too many, blockbuster art is the only art they have ever heard 
of. Hence, the more the mainstream grows, the more it squeezes out the margin or the alternative 
and pushes it further underground.  
 
In the face of a constant flow of information the ability of conscious selection based on personal 
judgements is a vital skill, especially if we dare to imagine an art viewer as an essential part of the 
creative process. Small scale alternative art events are usually only recognised locally and local 
communities are simultaneously their major scope of interest and main beneficiaries. Most of the 
time, these are self-sufficient and self-contained projects. The phenomenon of critical art in Poland 
in the 90s revealed that art aiming at interaction considering a social specificity of engaged groups 
of viewers leaves a potential to be a genuine art intervention where an individual counts as its 
crucial part. Talking to a whole nation at once would make the announcement unclear. 
 
An artist who understands this very well is Paweł Althamer, who as a 'director of reality' engaged 
local communities in some of his most well-known projects. In ‘Brodno 2000’ he invited all 
residents of one block of flats in Bródno area in Warsaw to turn on or off the lights in their 
apartments projecting the number 2000 and jointly celebrating the turn of the millennium. Similarly, 
in his next project entitled ‘Social Sculpture’ realised as a series of events he asked residents of 
Krasnobrodzka street to dress in golden outfits and walk around their neighbourhood as if they were 
aliens. The point of the project was to emphasise that people can feel alienated even in their closest 
surroundings. 
 
Psychologist Jonathan Haidt in his ‘Righteous mind’ (2014) says that human beings are likely to 
choose, out of many possible options, teamwork and honesty as the most efficient way to operate 
because it is the group that helps individual members to verify information efficiently and at the 
same time it serves their emotional needs. Our identification with a group is possible not only 
because of the common goals, needs or issues to be resolved; an appropriate size of the group is 
also key. If the group is too big effective communication becomes impossible. Therefore, the scale 
                                                 
1 Marcel Duchamp. Symposium at Philadelphia Museum College of Art, March 1961. Address to a symposium at the 
Philadelphia Museum College of Art, March 1961. Translated by Helen Meakins. First published in the Duchamp issue of Studio 
international, 1975) 



of our private groups can affect the quality of our lives in a positive or negative way. We witness an 
emancipation of the post-industrial societies driven by the need to be a part of communities or small 
groups such as locally operating internet forums, clubs of interests, or resident groups which set 
their own independent arbiters and specialists. Alternative art, with its narrow scope of action, 
becomes a natural part of these collective movements and delivers ideas to support and help them 
grow.  
 
The impact on the communities can take various forms. ‘Rainbow' (Tęcza) by Julita Wójcik was 
realised in a small village of Wigry, Poland with the help of a local artistic community (Dom Pracy 
Twórczej). In Wigry, fragments of the rainbow arch 'supported' the walls of a local monastery. The 
‘Rainbow’ was then assembled on Zbawiciel Square in Warsaw in 2012 and dismantled a few 
months ago,was set on fire a few times by those who see it as a symbol of gay community and 
unwelcome promotion of its values. As for the artist herself: “Rainbow is an open form of art, where 
creative process and inscribing new meanings to it is constantly on”.  
 
In vast Beijing locally operating art initiatives are also well established. Alessandro Rolandi, artist 
and curator based in Beijing launched his project ‘Social Sensibility R&D Department’ at the 
Bernard Controls, a fully functioning factory manufacturing electric actuators for valve automation. 
Since 2011, along with a group of local artists, he investigates what happens when art is planted in 
an environment completely alien to it. All projects realised in the factory represent different 
approaches and kinds of interactions aiming at actions which could be called interference without 
interference as artists invited to this project work within a 'living' structure involving occupied 
people like workers, administrative staff and management in the context of their daily activities.  
When considering working conditions in Chinese factories, what springs to mind are long working 
hours, low wages and few rights workers have to object to their employers. Finding a solution for 
all these issues is difficult. Solving these issues once and for all seems to be an utopian concept, yet 
Rolandi wonders: “Can art, through this direct interaction with work, affect people's sensibility and 
intelligence to induce the whole economic system to re-think its own ideas? 
 
As part of ‘Social Sensibility R&D Department’, Ma Yongfeng's ‘Invest in Contradiction’ 
incorporates one of the Chinese propaganda tools used largely in Mao's era; big posters with quotes 
of poetry of the great ruler aimed at raising workers spirits. Ma used this formula to present his own 
'silver lines' based on wording from factory working rules, health and safety procedures and so on. 
Slogans like title one or 'Sensibility is Under Control' bring about a surreal notion into rigid and 
pragmatic factory environment. It reminds me of classical examples of works such us Between, 
(1977) by Stanisław Dróżdż, one of the pioneers of Concrete Poetry genre. I would think that these 
kind of verbal encounters could be an inception of new thoughts or ideas to consider. 
 
‘Petit Movement’ project proposed by Megumi Shimizu took the form of open workshops. She 
worked closely with factory employees asking them to make small changes in their daily routine 
movements or actions, encouraging them to establish new gestures and poses which would not 
interfere with their work but help them to set their foot outside their work. 
 
Judging only by these two examples, ‘Social Sensibility R&D Department’ project is not aiming at 
radical changes along the lines of 'Let's save workers' manifestos. There is no fixed formula or 
scenario for these interactions. Like in the case of Shimizu’s work, it was all about establishing a 
kind of relationship for participants to feel comfortable and safe enough to open to this experiment. 
Small scale action and individual approach enabled this interaction and, as in the case of Ma's 
posters, may very likely provoke future turn of thinking.  
 
 
‘0.5 Kilometre of Colour’ by Marcin Chomicki and Justyna Wencel was a project undertaken in 



cooperation with Centre for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castel (CCA) in Warsaw as a part of the 
Jazdów Archipelago held in the summer of 2015. Artists used a footpath adjacent to the Ujazdowski 
Castle, Na Rozdrożu Square, and the Jazdów settlement as a foundation for their installation. 
Stripes of colour were stuck on the elements of the balustrade composing gradients of colours. Its 
dynamics and changeability depended on the pace of walking; those on the footpath animated it. 
The artists gave the footpath a new look and now it is as a colourful lodestar re-opening the way to 
interact with itself, greenery of the park and art at CCA. 
 
Chomicki and Wencel are very much focused on symbiosis driven by collective actions. That is why 
their installation is strongly related to Oskar Hansen's art concepts reviewed as a holistic approach 
where nature, humans and created forms complement one another. He named it an 'open form', and 
defined as a: variable compositions, processes of life exposed by backgrounds'.  
 
The footpath marked the way to Jazdów, a green enclave in the heart of Warsaw, where in 1945 
wooden Finn Homes were built as a temporary accommodation for workers of the Bureau of 
Reconstructing of the Capital to become one of the city’s landmarks. Earlier this year, the estate was 
planned to be destroyed and replaced with a new investment. Luckily, also thanks to local activists 
and cultural institutions, it was saved and allotted to be a new cultural centre hosting initiatives such 
us the ‘Hoe and Sun’ which is a social garden.  
To Chomicki and Wencel ‘0.5 Kilometres of Colour’ states the need of social awareness and 
cultural continuity which particularly in Poland was undermined over the last decades. It 
commemorates the past and sustains the valuable things that came out of it.  
 
Considering the dynamics of the contemporary art world, it is very difficult to unambiguously say 
what is 'good' or 'bad'. What seems interesting, fresh and promising today, might not be so a decade 
later. Contemporary art can be compared to a living unknown species coming from a different 
planet. We have watched it for a very long time, yet we still cannot fully understand it and predict 
how it will evolve.   
The scale is a physical aspect of the art work and is one of a very few properties we can thoroughly 
refer to using our senses and cognitive skills. In our world, everything is defined by its scale; so is 
our perception, recognition of our surroundings and all kinds of relationships we establish within 
them. Everyone who at least once experienced the vast scale of modern megalopolis like Beijing, 
felt that they have reached an 'inhuman scale'. Can this expression be used in relation to artworks 
too? All examples of the alternative art like ‘Social Sensibility R&D Department’, ‘0.5 Kilometres 
of Colour’ or ‘Rainbow’ are small scale and have grown locally. To Hansen or Le Corbusier, this 
scale – and the concept of a human-scale art - was the most efficient of all. 
„In conclusion, I hope that this mediocrity, conditioned by too many factors foreign to art per se, 
will this time bring a revolution on the ascetic level, of which the general public will not even be 
aware and which only a few initiates will develop on the fringe of a world blinded by economic 
fireworks.” 2 

                                                 
2 M. Duchamp, Symposium at Philadelphia Museum College of Art, March 1961. Address to a symposium at the 
Philadelphia Museum College of Art, March 1961. Translated by Helen Meakins. First published in the Duchamp issue of Studio 
international, 1975) 


